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[Begin Tape 4620. Begin Session I.] 
 
 

CHELSEA ARSENEAULT:  Alright. Today is May twelfth, Thursday, 2016. I'm here 

with Mr. Delma Bennett and his wife Ms. Christine Bennett and we're here today to talk about 

the history of Mossville in a project we're conducting in conjunction with the Imperial Calcasieu 

Museum. Alright and the first question: Could you both state your full name for the recording? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  My name is Christine Delafosse Bennett. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  And my name is Delma Leroy Bennett. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  [00:31]  And when and where were you born? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  When you ask where I was born I would tell them in Mossville, but 

I was born in a hospital [laughs]. I was born in Lake Charles, Louisiana at Memorial Hospital in 

1953. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  I was born January seventh, 1944 San Francisco, California. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  And what are your parents' names? 
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CHRISTINE BENNETT:  My father name is [Harden?] Louis Delafosse. My mother name is 

Mabel Paul Delafosse. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  My mother name is Louise Braud Bennett and my father name is 

Leroy Bennett. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  And what brought them to . . . Well yours are probably still in San 

Francisco? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [01:37]  Ma'am? 

 

ARSENEAULT:  I was wondering what brought them to . . . I was going to say Mossville. 

Mossville. What brought them to Mossville? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Well my parents lived in Lake Charles for the first three kids of the 

twelve. My father had a child before. But my mother and father lived in Lake Charles and then 

they decided that they . . . well his . . . My dad's father was there and they had land and they 

offered my dad to move to Mossville. That was like sixty-some years ago that they moved to 

Mossville. I don't know exactly the year. I had it down. But they only moved there because his 

father was there. My father's father had gotten land and was making his stop right there in 

Mossville because they're originally was from Kinder. They moved from Kinder . . . The dad 

went to Mossville, and my father went to Lake Charles. Then my father winded up moving to 

Mossville. 
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ARSENEAULT:  Did he ever talk about first impressions of Mossville, or what it was like 

moving? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  [03:00]  Well my dad said that it was very, very quiet and it was 

country living. That's all. Just a little country town. It wasn't large at all. And he said that 

everybody lived off the land. They either had gardens and they dug wells for their water, women 

washed their clothes and hung them on the line, and everything was just not modern living. It 

was . . . They didn't call it hard back then. They knew how to make it. So they lived off the land 

and most of their living was through helping one another in the community. So he always felt 

that they would never leave Mossville. So he winded up with . . . Let' see, he had ten. Ten more. 

They came with my sister. My oldest sister was a baby when they moved to Mossville, and they 

had ten more after that. We all were born and raised right there in Mossville and my father did a 

lot of the wells. Helped with a lot of digging of the wells in Mossville. We had well water and 

everybody was like . . .  

People make it seem like we were one big happy family, but people that lived in 

Mossville . . . We all knew each other. We were familiar with one another, but we weren't the 

type of people that lived up at each other house and, "Oh we got along great." No, we lived in a 

community that everything that we did we looked out for each other. We had the little school 

there, Mossville School, and it was a school before we because we were younger ones. So that 

was another school there. They did a lot of schools that I didn't know anything about. The only 

time I got to . . . When I was born in 1970 . . . 1953 the school hadn't been built then. So I would 

say that my sister who was there as a baby, she was one of the first ones in our family . . . Well 

she was one of the ones that finished high school there before they integrated the school. By time 
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I got to the . . . I went to the elementary school there and we wind up being integrated when I 

was in the ninth grade. They wound up moving us to Westlake High.  

 

ARSENEAULT:  I definitely want to talk more about that. That's a really good . . . 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  That was horrible. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Integration . . . 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Oh my God. That was horrible. And I laugh and I tell my kids I 

missed out on my education. My four high school years from ninth grade to twelfth. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  [05:53]  What school did you have to . . .? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  I left Mossville to go to Westlake High School. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Westlake High School. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  I'll never forget the day why . . . We begged them. Why couldn't 

Westlake come to our school? Why were they taking us from our school and bringing us to 

Westlake? We didn't have no argument. It was just out. Then after we got to Westlake High and  

. . . Do I say just really what happened? You want me to say that? When we pulled up on the bus 

at that school some of the white kids say, "Here come that bus load of niggers." That destroyed 
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us. Because we didn't want to go at first so then we . . . I had to wind up fighting the whole four 

years. Going to jail, being kicked out of school, fighting every day because they say, "Y'all not 

going to come here thinking this is y'alls school because this is not y'alls school. Y'all need to go 

back where y'all came from." 

 Well that's children fighting against each other, but that's not older people letting us 

know that, or letting those kids know that we didn't have a choice. We either go, because they're 

shutting our school down. So when we got there we couldn't be on nothing. We had our school 

where we were . . . Had our football team, cheerleaders, everything we had at our school. But 

when we went to Westlake High they said we had to work our way up to that. Well we began to 

march and let them know that, "We want just what we had at our school because this is our 

school now." This ain't just their school anymore it's our school, too. We're going to be one. 

We're going to act like we’re one. So we ain't got to work up to nothing because we had already 

worked up to being football players, cheerleaders, and student council members. So they 

wouldn't. So every day we had a fight for somebody calling us out our name, or picking at us, or 

. . . We had had a rough time. So by having to fight your way for everything the only way they 

were going to stop the fighting at the school was to allow us . . . [phone ringing] That's bad? 

 

ARSENEAULT:  [08:01]  No, it's okay. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Was to allow us to immediately start letting us be on the student 

council. Letting us make decisions for the school. The colors . . .  and we didn't get a chance to 

do that. Their colors was orange and black; ours was maroon and gold. So we didn't get a chance 

to have a chance to pick our school color. Take our school color with us and say, "Let’s not have 
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orange and black. Let’s have black and maroon." No, that was out. So it's a lot of things they 

compromised with us with that we accepted, but eventually as it took four years for us to be able 

to get a part of that school. That was my four years of missing out on my education because if I 

heard it was a fight, or they were beating up on somebody I left class because . . . 

 

ARSENEAULT:  You said you went to jail? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  [08:54]  Well they would pick us . . . Well what they happen, they 

would call the police on us and they would call our parents and tell them they were fixing to take 

us to jail for fighting. Well by time our parents got there the police would let us go. So a lot of 

things happened. During the racial time there was a little store in Mossville called Rougeau's. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  How do you spell that? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  That's a good one. How you spell Rougeau's? I don’t know. I know 

it's an R. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  R-O-U-G . . .  

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Yeah. Rougeau's was a little white store in Mossville. Very 

beautiful white people. Very beautiful. Well one day I went in to Rougeau's and I had to get 

some of the thread for my outfit I was making in home ec [home economics] in school. Well we 

still at Mossville in the home ec class for sewing. I went to match my thread with my dress color; 
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the material that I had in the bag. This black guy who was working in the store with them . . . 

The lady said . . . the white lady asked him did he see anything. He said, "Yeah, I think she stole 

a thread." I said, "I didn't steal no thread I don't have to steal. I have money." The white lady 

said, "Well give me your bag." I said, "I'm not giving you my bag." Well they jerked the bag 

from me and threw my stuff out on the counter. And he said, "She didn't have no thread in there." 

I said, "And you won't have this store anymore either. We done work with you all these years 

and you have the audacity to accuse me for stealing? As good as we've been here in this 

community with you as a white person in a black neighborhood?"  

[10:34]  So she . . . we went . . . they called the paddy wagon on us because we marched 

for one week to get them out of there. My brother went in . . . my brother and some more of his 

friends went in the store and they asked for a popsicle. And they said, "Well what color you 

want?' He said, "I don't know. Where the popsicles at?" Well the lady knew . . . Didn't know that 

that was my brothers just coming back later on to find out was that black guy going to test him. 

Well of course we always said he was . . . not prejudice but we call him Uncle Tom. He went 

along with whatever the white people did just because he wanted a job. So my brother asked for 

a popsicle and then after that they asked him for what color he wanted. He said, "I don't know let 

me see where the popsicle . . . “ He said, “I think I want red." He said, "No, I think I want green." 

He kept changing his mind and the man said, "No, you need to get up out of here." And he . . . 

They had a little passing licks and that's really what made us start picketing.  

[11:35]  We start picketing the store and we marched out there more than a week. I think 

it was almost three weeks we marched and wouldn't allow people to come and shop with her 

until they closed the store down. We wound up going to jail in the paddy wagon. They took us 

all to jail. There was about ten of us that went to jail fighting for our rights of being respected as 
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people. Not black or white, but as people. So the same thing we had to go through in our school 

in Westlake High, but when they closed our school they didn't give us a choice. They didn’t . . . 

At that time whatever the whites say that's what had to be done. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Do you remember any teachers at Westlake High? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  [12:21]  The black and the white teachers? 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Any teacher that stands out in your . . .? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Well Ms. Rogers who's still . . . We call her our teacher today 

because we still go to church where she goes. We go and visit with her. Ms. Rogers was there. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  She was at Mossville? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  She was at Mossville. Mr. [Arfay?] was there and he was one from 

Mossville. I can’t replace of any . . . the rest of them . . . No, Ms. Jones was there. She was our 

typing teacher. She was at Mossville. Then we had Mr. Martin. He wasn't at Mossville, but he 

was one of our teachers at Westlake High. While I'm . . . Ms. Clark was one of our white 

teachers. Very sweet English teacher. There was our football coach who was . . . No I'm not 

getting names. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  From Mossville? 
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CHRISTINE BENNETT:  From Westlake. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  From Westlake. 

 

 
CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Well Coach William . . . I think Coach William came from 

Mossville and I think he was at Westlake High for a little while. Coach William, he was there. 

There was a quite a few of them. I was just trying to think of the one that was real good . . . Was 

Coach [Hansen?], he was a white coach and he was there. Mr. Benson was our principal. It's a lot 

of them. We had a good time at the school after we were able to understand that we're going to 

share this school because we didn't ask to come here. So things got  . . .  

But we fought a good three to four years for our rights there as an integrated school. It 

lost a lot of white students because a lot of white parents took their kids after we got there. They 

took them away. A lot of the white kids would not adjust. They just refused to share their school 

with us without knowing that we didn't want to come there in the beginning. So in Mossville we 

had . . . We didn't come up with whites. It was a predominate black community. It had black 

people that might be married or dated the white people and they came into the community, but it 

never was a racial community. We all got along. Everybody . . . we walked to Mossville . . . 

Every school . . . like, you didn't ride the bus unless you was over a mile from school. So we 

walked to school, to Mossville every day. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Where did you grow up? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  [14:59]  In Mossville. 
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ARSENEAULT:  What street? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Old Spanish Trail. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  You were on Old Spanish Trail? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  [15:07]  Yeah we were on the Old Spanish Trail. So that . . . and 

the school is on the Old Spanish Trail so that made us . . . Prater Road was the cutoff for 

anybody who had to ride the bus. If you lived on Prater, or past Prater, you get a chance to ride 

the bus to school. Anyone from Prater to east of Prater . . . Is it right? East of Prater had to walk 

to school. So but it wasn't but a mile that we had to walk. But it's the getting up every morning 

making sure we get there on time.  

We had very beautiful teachers that treated us like . . . Ms. Paige, and Ms. [Gatten?], and 

Ms. Calvin. All these were our teachers at Mossville. They were . . . The school that Mossville 

was is that our teachers was like our mothers and fathers. You . . . Whatever you done at school 

and you got in trouble you got whipped by the teacher and your parents. The teacher would even 

come and eat with your parents. On lunch break they go to your parents’ house to eat. When they 

knew that your parent could cook, the parents was cooking for the teachers. So you didn't get 

away with nothing. Our teachers were . . . And you was going to get your education. You were 

going to do your homework too because it didn't take a teacher but one second to call your 

parents and tell on you. And you know that was the end of it.  

Then if they knew there were some parents who didn't care about their kids’ education 

they took control and the parents let them do it. Because they not . . . Not that they didn't care 
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about it, they wasn't able to help their children because some of them couldn't read or write. So 

they allowed the teacher to have full control of their children. It was just a family school. Very 

beautiful.  

We had awesome cooks. Ms. Rigmaiden was our head cook. Everybody was like family. 

Mossville was a place where we were brought up when we walk home from school, you didn't 

pass a house coming home from school and you saw older people sitting on the porch . . . Try 

passing and don't speak. "Good evening." Or they'll call and say, "Yeah so-and-so passed the 

house didn't even speak today. Them children ain't got no respect." But that was the best part of 

it. We enjoyed passing by the old people when we would get off the school . . . Because once we 

were walking that way we knew we had to speak. 

[17:33]  But other than that, Mossville was like a community that you felt comfortable in. 

Like when I came here it's because I took sick. I haven't got . . . I've been here now about six 

years, and I cried just about every other month in six years. I'm crying because I don't know 

nobody and that's just right across the bridge. But I know nobody here. I met my neighbors, but I 

can ride down the street, but it's no place like home. If I'm in Mossville riding around I could 

stop off . . .if I go to the store I’d stop off and visit somebody or . . . We grew up with all the 

people there. We knew everybody and it was just a beautiful feeling to be in Mossville. It's like   

. . . I said I wasn't going to cry, but nobody knows the pain. It was like a safe haven for me. It 

was . . . You can walk down the street, you can play outside. All night we played outside with 

one another at night and it was safe. We played house in the woods and we just got along. And 

neighbors were neighbors.  

I was just telling a lady yesterday that . . . That was my best friend's birthday and she's in 

Washington, D.C. And she said, "Well you know Peggy's coming home next week." And we 
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grew up together and we would like, go to each other house. Just you was able to walk to each 

other's house and go to the next door neighbor house. And we had fights. We fought with each 

other. We fell out with each other, but we all still went to school together and enjoyed each other 

because of the serenity that we had knowing each other. 

 [19:29]  Everybody looked out for one another because Lake Charles was always against 

Mossville. When the Lake Charles boys would come to Mossville, the boys from Mossville 

didn't want them talking to the girls. Well, we was family. We was . . . And the older people in 

Mossville were people that didn't mind telling on you. If they caught your child doing something, 

or your child was doing something out of the ordinary, you going to find out about it. Somebody 

going to call and tell you. Even after I got married people always would say . . .  

And I don't have a problem with saying my nickname, but that's one thing that Mossville 

had. We all had nicknames. My nickname is [Chonchi?]. How I got [Chonchi?], my daddy was 

digging a well over next door. He was putting a well down at one of the houses that he put there. 

And while he was digging the well that was a man named [Chonchi?]. And he was telling 

[Chonchi?] to pick up something, but at the same time he was asking me to get him a glass of 

water. So he wind up calling me, "[Chonchi?], get me a glass of water." I said, "My name ain't 

[Chonchi?]. That's [Chonchi?] over there." But I got named [Chonchi?] after that. So ever since 

that I was named [Chonchi?]. But we had [Chonchi?], we had Peanut, we had Chi-Chi. So we 

had them all. We had names that like Crazy Man. We had . . . A lot of names in Mossville like 

one lady name was [Nig?]. I'm not going to say it because today she don't like being called 

[Nig?]. We had Batman. We had . . . Everybody had a nickname. 

[21:13]  So when we went to jail that time for picketing we gave the people our 

nicknames. When they asked the man, one of my friends, what was his name he said, "Crazy 
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Man." He said, "Do you know your for real name?" He said, "Crazy Man." He said, "What's your 

name?" I said, "Chonchi." And he asked my brother he said, "Peanut." So we were in trouble 

when my dad and them found out that we didn't give our real names, but it was so funny. My dad 

didn't even know our real names. It's amazing that today people are still calling me Chonchi and 

calling and asking me what is my real name until today. And I say, "My real name is Christine." 

 

ARSENEAULT:  What about your dad? I want to hear more about like your parents and 

kind of what they did and what they were like. So he was a well digger? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  [22:04]  Yeah and he . . . my dad worked . . . and I don't know 

what year he started at the plant. I don't even know what my dad before he went to the plants . . . 

He was working at a plant called [Citcon?]. But he worked as a janitor. He raised thirteen kids on 

a janitor’s job and digging wells. That's . . . My dad was out at the plant for over thirty-five years 

as a janitor. He even plant a garden at the plant and the people was eating from the garden he 

planted at the plant. He was bringing food home not knowing because of the ignorance of not 

knowing how horrible chemicals were. He had a garden out there. At the same time we were 

eating that stuff and the people there were eating it because until today people don't realize how 

horrible chemicals are. That's where my dad worked.  

My mom was a homemaker. Most of the mothers in the neighborhood . . . Very few 

families wasn't over twelve kids. All of them was either twelve, or thirteen, or fourteen people in 

the family. The Franks were like ten in a family. The Paynes were like thirteen in the family. The 

Braxtons was like thirteen in the family. We were twelve. We were all large families in 

Mossville. So the mothers all stayed home. All these mothers. It was the Bernards that were there 
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and they were like eight or nine in a family. And all the mothers were homemakers. My mother 

sewed our clothes. She was one that . . . She did it all. She took care of the household. My dad 

took care and my brothers took care of the outside. But everybody had to learn . . . The families 

were like the girls can do just what the boys can do. We cut grass. We went and helped with the 

well digging. We dug stuff too and we had a garden. Majority of the people had a garden. 

Everything we did we plant. A lot of times by us being twelve in the family with one bathroom 

my dad made his . . . built him one in the woods. I told him he was the first man with a . . . 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Man cave? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  [24:23]  His own man cave and what do they call it? Port-a-johns? 

He was the first one make one of those. [laughs]  So it was . . . We had . . . They did a lot of like 

they raised hogs and chickens. Everything was done from the land. So God is able to make us 

understand how Mossville was . . . My sisters and brothers that are now gone like, "Girl I never 

know you . . ." I was the last one to leave, too. Everybody else moved away, and I just moved 

away six years ago from Mossville and I never . . . Moved here but my home is still in Mossville.  

We been in a fight for the plants ever since the first one got there. My brothers and them 

couldn't understand why the plants were moving in on us. They had been fighting ever since I 

was a child. When I got old enough I began to fight with them for . . . Is these plants causing the 

cancer, and asthma, and the kidney failure? What was . . . Then of course we all realized that 

they were bringing jobs. But nobody was telling us about how these people . . . but they all . . . 

Every time we found out about industry it was always an undercover thing. They went and took 

some older person off aside and offered them some money for their land and the older people 
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didn't understand what they were doing. And the people . . . God forgive me, that's just what 

white folks did. If they take a black person with . . . Uneducated didn't know nothing about 

business and they took them for granted on their ignorance about buying out stuff. So a lot of our 

older people sold land to the industries not understanding what they were doing. All they know is 

that back then the money was hard to get. And somebody come along and offer you some money 

that you had they was quick to sell the property.  

 

ARSENEAULT:  What was the first plant that came into Mossville? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [26:45]  I really couldn't say which one was the first one. I would 

imagine it would have been Olin or Conoco. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  To be in Mossville because there were . . . You would take . . . 

Citcon and Citco are older, older plants. They were there, but they wasn't . . . They were 

surrounding Mossville. But the one that come into Mossville, like he said, it'd been Conoco or 

Olin. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Where did people work before the plants came? Where were some places 

like your grandparents worked? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Most of them worked in homes. Most of them were maids, and 

grass cutters, and lumber companies, and places like that. Most of them. When the plant . . . 
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ARSENEAULT:  Was there a lumber company in Mossville? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [27:41]  No they didn't have one in Mossville. It was big lumber 

company they had was over here in Lake Charles called [Cushioner?] Lumber Company. Then 

they had other lumber companies, too. But there weren't really a lot of major jobs for any blacks 

in this community until the plant came. But see when the plant came in, I guess shortly after the 

industrial revolution here in Mossville, but see the city of Mossville was there before the plants 

got there. The community. So it wasn't really nothing for them to be able to move in because 

they was . . . I mean we didn't have any protest, riots, anything like that to really keep anybody 

from doing anything like that. 

 When they moved in, a lot of people was kind of glad because of the fact that it created a 

new job market. And in creating a job market, they started growing. The community started 

growing. Some of the people in Mossville was able to get these jobs at the plants, but it was 

never on the scale of operator, or skilled labor. It was always janitor jobs and like that. Then the 

first ones to really get in would be the light skinned blacks before the dark skinned blacks would 

get in because they still had the racial thing going on at that time.  

[29:16]  When they came in, no one took into consideration what would happen by them 

coming in other than from the perspective of jobs. Not realizing there would be pollution that 

would be involved with these plants, and that it would also affect your water and your air and 

what have you. So it was years before they really realized that these things were happening. At 

first it wasn't really nothing that you could complain about, because everything was new. Then 

later on people started getting sick. They couldn't understand why they were getting sick like 

they were getting sick. Then there was no regulations that was really governing the plants at that 
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time. I don't even think EPA [Environmental Protection Agency] was even in existence during 

that time.  

So whatever they would produce . . . Everything that would come from the plant would 

go into the waters. All the waste and stuff would go into the water and after a while that started 

affecting the whole community with the way the waste was going, and the sickness started 

occurring. We got involved in it back in the 70s is when we actually got involved in what was 

happening. There was a lady by the name of Ms. [Marleen?] Ross that opened my eyes to what 

was happening in our community. Then another girl by the name of Debra Sullivan who really 

educated me on the fact that these things was happening. Then this lady that put out this 

documentary on Blue Vinyl . . . 

 

ARSENEAULT:  [30:56]  Do you know who Debra Ramirez is? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Huh? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  That's the same person. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Same person? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  [agrees] Debra Sullivan. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Okay. The same person. 
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DELMA BENNETT:  [31:02]  She . . . I don't know if you've interviewed her or not. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Not yet. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Oh man. You would enjoy her. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  When did you first become aware that there was pollution in Mossville? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Well ours started way before, like he said [Marleen?] Ross, we was 

aware of it. When the first called shelter in place . . . When we were children at the school. We 

never understood what shelter in place . . . They made them cut the air conditioners off, close all 

the windows at school because there was some kind of leak or an emission for something that 

had happened. But being young they never told us about it. As we got older we realized that a lot 

of this stuff was going on undercover and people knew it, but our older people was . . . They 

were like not afraid of industries, but they didn't want to lose their jobs.  

That's what happens now. A lot of them still got that same thing going on. They don't 

want to say much because they don't want to lose they job. Well it's just sad that the world is 

built on the dollar and not on our health. That's what's happening now. It was way back in . . . 

like I said I was born in '53. I say this was started maybe in the 60s. That's how long it . . . They 

people been fighting and putting up with the plants moving in and all the chemicals because we 

were still at Mossville School and had to do shelter in place. Really, shelter in place wasn't doing 

anything. 
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ARSENEAULT:  How did they let you know? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  [32:35]  It was like a school broadcast over the news. The school 

board would always get it, or the alarm would go off and they would look at the news, or had 

something on and it would tell them it was a shelter in place. You can hear it like a big 

microphone over the . . . from the plants. They would say, "Alarm" or "Shelter in place." The 

adults would know it. So then asked everybody to close the windows and cut the air 

conditionings off. Then they would send out a call, but people would do this and some people 

didn't even know. Some people didn't even get the alarm or get the message, but if you was in 

school you got it because it was the school board. They had to let them know, but some of the 

homes in Mossville, they didn't know what was going on. The old people didn't know what that 

was when that alarm would go off because they never did tell us anything. They'd do just what as 

we got older and found out they were doing everything undercover. They never just . . . They 

called themselves neighbors, but they never was our neighbor. They was our enemy all the time, 

but they was supplying good jobs. But at the same time they was killing our people, and still is. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  The smells that took place in the community was something that 

was considered normal because of the fact that they just assumed that because the plant was there 

and the smells was coming, that it was just something coming from the plants. Then when it 

would get unbearable, then they would actually have . . . The kids would be going to the 

playground playing and the smell just got so bad they would just have the kids move into the 

school. 
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ARSENEAULT:  What did it smell like? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [34:26]  Well they have an old . . . Conoco put out a smell that was 

like a rotten egg smell. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  So sulfur? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Yeah it was like a rotten egg smell and . . . 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Chlorine. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Olin smell was an ammonia smell. Each of them had their own 

different smells that came from their plants because they produce different . . . 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Chemicals. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Chemicals. Sometime it would go all the way to Lake Charles. It 

just depended on how the wind would blow would determine who would get to smell. And see I 

weren't really aware of anything pertaining to the plants until they had the big explosion at Cities 

Service back in the 60s. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  [35:14]  Sixties? 
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DELMA BENNETT:  Yeah. There was a big explosion that took place and it rocked not 

only Mossville . . . I can imagine how devastating they were behind the explosion that took place 

because it broke windows in Lake Charles, and that's almost ten miles from where Cities Service 

was. We really didn't know what was going on. But after the explosion it seemed like a blessing 

to us because a lot of the young people were able to go get jobs and stuff over at the plant not 

realizing that they were going into chemicals that they weren't really protected from. They might 

have given us respirators and stuff like that to wear, but we weren't aware that we were being 

endangered by any particular type of chemical that could have been cancer causing or asbestos. 

Of course asbestos was in it because most of the plants was insulated by the asbestos and stuff 

and they never really said that asbestos caused cancer and what have you. It was just . . . 

Everything was just a free fall. Just do what you want to do as long as you making money.  

[36:31]  Then when we got involved in it, then we started realizing that we had been 

placed . . . Not placed, but they had came in upon Mossville the way they did with no respect 

involved in it at all. Then Westlake, they benefited from the plants. They got . . . They didn't 

really get a lot of tax revenue because I heard the parish was getting all the tax revenue. But they 

were getting a lot of blessings from the plant because the plant was right upon them also, and 

they helped them be able to develop Westlake to be the way it is today. So they won't hardly 

complain against the plant because of the fact that the money flow that goes into Westlake. Even 

the mayor himself would say that they can actually see the smoke and stuff that was coming 

from the plants and stuff. And they would just look at it like a normal occurrence that took place, 

not realizing that it was causing effects of the body. So these are the things that’s been taking 

place for many years. 

 They utilize that area more so because the minority was in that area. They had free 
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access to the waterway. You see, and you can import and export goods very easily. So they did a 

lot of dredging and stuff to the lake in order to get big ships in to take oil and all that kind of 

stuff. Sometimes they would waste oil in the water and stuff and nobody wouldn't say anything 

about it. They just wasted oil. Then the areas that the other plants that had their release areas in 

on the plant would have big rains and all that kind of stuff. The stuff would overflow and go into 

Bayou D'Inde and all that kind of stuff. It just was a norm. People would go and eat the crabs and 

the crawfishes and the fish and all that stuff that was in the waters and stuff. Didn't think nothing 

of it.  

 

ARSENEAULT:  Not knowing. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Huh? 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Not knowing. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  No. No. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  What was going on. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [38:57]  They didn't know. I mean they just . . . It was just . . . I 

mean the crabs can . . . the crabs and the catfish and the different scavengers . . . Shrimps and all 

that stuff. It was a blessing to them because their job was to more or less keep the waterway 

clean. To us it was a  . . . 
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CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Delicacy. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Can't get the word out . . .  

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Delicacy. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [laughs] Delicacy. They just enjoyed it. Because I remember when 

I was small here in Mossville I would go in Lake Charles. I would go in the ditch and get 

crawfish out of the ditch and stuff. Take it home and boil them and stuff. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  So you grew up in Lake Charles? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [39:41]  I grew up in Lake Charles. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  What made your family move here from California? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Well my family never moved from California. My mom just sent 

me to live with my grandmother here in Lake Charles. I stayed with my grandmother until I was  

. . . Well off and on because I went back to my mom a couple of . . . One time and then I came 

back and finished high school. Then I went back to Lake Charles, I mean San Francisco, and 

went to college there. Then I went to the army there. Then I went to trade school there. Then I 

just . . . I met my wife and I came back to . . . When I came back I met my wife and I've been 

here ever since then.  
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ARSENEAULT:  Did y'all meet in Mossville? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  No we met at the beach in Lake Charles. There was a segregated 

beach that we . . . No, it wasn't segregated at the time, but we were at that beach in Mossville at 

the time . . . I mean Lake Charles at the time when we met.  

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  [40:45]  You know what? The main thing that I wanted them to 

understand when they segregation started, we had to travel through industries to get to Westlake 

High. We never wanted that route because every morning we had to smell that smell on our way 

to school because that was . . . I don't know, it didn't have to be the only way we could get there, 

but we had to pass through all the industries every morning to get to school. And on that bus we 

had to keep the windows closed because we couldn't hardly breathe. We had to deal with this 

every day to go to high school; to get to Westlake High. We had to pass there, and the kids are 

still passing through those industries to get to school every day. No one ever thought about the 

rights of us as African American children to get a new route to send the kids because there was 

no new route because every route you took you had to pass through industries to get us to school. 

Nobody ever thought about that. Nobody cared.  

[41:53]  So what we have gone through we letting them know. People say that we're 

asking for too much money, but how can you pay somebody for they life? You can’t pay for our 

heritage and you can't pay for our health. But yet they’re [benefiting?] from our heritage and our 

health. Not really to our health, but they're . . . from out land. They're profiting from it. But yet 

the little money we ask for they say they can't afford to give it to us. But yet they uprooting us. If 

we stay in Mossville who going to move it? Who going to buy our land? Who going . . . How we 
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going to be able to sell it? Because the whole area southwest of the bridge is going to be 

industries. Ain't got much left. 

[42:43]  It's already . . . It's planned already that they going to go all the way up to the 

DeQuincy Highway with this. Really all the way to Texas because that's where they're trying to 

join in with Texas because the pipeline is coming from Texas. So they going to meet up the 

pipelines and the pipelines in Louisiana are going to meet up, and this whole southwest is going 

to be industry. The only difference the African American community was the first one that they 

going to take advantage of first. Now when they get ready to deal with Sulphur, and Maplewood, 

and Westlake, ain't going to be no problems then. They going to have all the money they need 

then because my grandfather say it's oil there. That's rich land in Mossville and they know it 

because how can a company come and pay nine million dollars for a school and tear it down next 

week? They wasn't paying for that school. They was paying for that land.  

It's just what they did the people in Bel Air. They gave the people in . . . They bought the 

land and they didn't give them no mineral rights for ten years they gave it, but they didn't start 

doing nothing until after the ten years. That's the same thing they want to do with . . . they won't 

even allow us to get . . . They want to say all you can do is get mineral rights for ten years. That's 

sad. Why our mineral rights can't be our mineral rights just like there's going to be? For life. 

Whatever you get there, whatever you profit from, we should profit from it, too. But they won't 

do it. But I guarantee you later on in life when they getting ready to buy Maplewood, and 

Sulphur, and Westlake they going to get a better deal with this poor . . . 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Because it's a white community? 
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CHRISTINE BENNETT:  [44:24]  They all white communities. But they always haul off the 

poor, little blacks first. Making us look like we're stupid and ignorant, but we're standing still and 

nobody won't help us to fight. Nobody won't help us to fight. They just . . . Like we found out 

we're the third African heritage community that's being bought out. We're the third one now 

because it was [Diamond?]. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  It was a Diamond community, but the thing was when Sasol 

moved in they moved in on . . . It wasn't just the blacks that they moved in. They moved in on 

the white community that was in the area that they needed to set up their main plants. That area 

was bought out with very, very few resistance because the people in that community was given 

enough money where they had no reason to complain about at all because Sasol said that they 

needed that land. So they gave them practically exactly what they thought would be fair to them. 

So by . . .  

They even had a member of the official board of Westlake that was in that area and I 

know that they offered them at least a few million for their property. I know they did that [to call 

the bankings?] but they refused to go even with the millions that they offered them because they 

wanted a certain amount of millions. They didn't just want the few millions that they give them. 

They wanted a certain amount of millions. Not only that, there was a road that lead from their 

community through our community to get to Sulphur and they kept that road open just for them 

to be able to go through our community to get to Sulphur. That's the kind of stuff they did for the 

white community.  

[46:23]  So they said with our community that they didn't need our community. They said 

. . . We don't need our community, but our community was in the buffer zone. I don't know if 
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you know what buffer zone means, but our community was in the buffer zone. So they said they 

what they would do, they would buy our community, but they would buy it on a volunteer base. 

So they say said if we buy on a volunteer base, the way that we would do it, we'd give each home 

owner a 100,000 dollars. Then we will appraise their home and we'll give them sixty percent of 

whatever we appraise their home at and that would be the deal if you want to sell your home.  

[47:06]  But here you are coming into a community and you starting off from the start, 

"I'm going to cut your lifestyle in half." They automatically telling you however you living in 

this community your community . . . your lifestyle will be cut in half. So with my home, I felt 

like I wanted to leave. I wanted to leave because of the fact that even here in Lake Charles we're 

not safe. Actually nowhere in America or in the world that we're actually safe as long as there's 

the fossil fuels that's being used for our means of progress. So I felt like this. In order for me to 

be able to leave Mossville, I want to be able to leave Mossville whole. I don't want to have to go 

through anything that I wasn't going through where I am now. So I was fortunate enough to leave 

Mossville on my own.  

The only reason why I left Mossville on my own is because my wife had went into the 

hospital and a code blue was put on her and they haven't told her today what caused her illness. 

She even tried to get a toxicologist to examine her and they refused to examine her when they 

found out that she was from Mossville. She haven't been examined to find out what her sickness 

was and they had gave her every sickness under the sun. Every sickness under the sun they gave  

. . . they even tried to give her sex . . . What you call it? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Disease. 
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ARSENEAULT:  Oh an STD? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Yeah an STD. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [48:53]  Well any . . . Just one type of sex disease. To the point 

where they even had me to have to go to the clinic to get examined to find out if I had given her 

anything. I had to go through that type of thing to find out what was wrong with her, and they 

still ain’t told her what was wrong with her. Like I was submissive or something like that. But 

anyway, these are the things that we've been going through. Then after they give us a quote on 

what they would give us, what they would give us for our property, they look at our 

[indebtments?] and say that, "You owe this" or "You owe that" and we got to take all of this out 

before we give you your money. Plus if you got any money from Road Home and you did not 

submit your paperwork right like you were supposed to, then you had to give all the money back 

from Road Home. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Was Road Home from [hurricane] Katrina? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Yeah from Ike . . . I mean Rita. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  It started with Rita and Ike. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Rita not Ike. 
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ARSENEAULT:  [49:56]  Just want to make sure for the recording. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Gustav. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  No . . . 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Not everybody's from Louisiana. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Road Home was with Rita. It wasn't no other storm. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Yeah, right, Rita. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Because Katrina didn't affect us, but a week later Rita came and we 

had the big wind storm. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  I mean Rita done some stuff, but it didn't mess us as bad as it did 

New Orleans areas. But we got affected by Rita. Then right after. . . Was it Katrina came in? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [50:25]  No, Ike . . . 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Oh Katrina and something.  

 

ARSENEAULT:  Rita. 
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CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Gustav or . . . 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Gustav. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Something came in right after the big one and then it messed up 

Mossville. Then that's when Road Home came in. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Road Home came in with Rita, not no other storm. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  I wanted to talk to y'all a little bit more about kind of the pollution and 

how you got involved in activism. So you said it was like in the seventies? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  The late sixties. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  [50:51]  In the sixties? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Late sixties. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Late sixties. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Not me. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  So people started . . .  
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CHRISTINE BENNETT:  No, we did. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  No, not me. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  When do y'all know . . . Because I know the first big spill was in two 

thousand . . . Or 1994 where they spilled ethaline dichloride. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  You talking about in the Bel Air area? 

 

ARSENEAULT:  [51:08]  Yes. Before that, what was going on? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  We were fighting the plants then just for our health. We was trying 

to get a health clinic at the time and we was . .  .  

 

ARSENEAULT:  This was in the sixties? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Yes. We had been fighting for a health clinic . . .  

 

DELMA BENNETT:  No. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  We were. Mac and all of us. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Really? 
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CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Yeah. We’d been fighting for a health clinic. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Really? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  That’s what I said. You wasn't there. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Oh no I wasn't there.  

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Thank you. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  No I didn't know that. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  [51:33]  We had been fighting for health clinics years for them. 

We had a little health clinic there where they . . . The nurses would come to what we called the 

Mason Hall. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Okay. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  We had a Mason Hall and the nurses would come there and they 

would give us our shots there. We would get our  . . . 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  I didn't know that. 
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CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Vaccinations at that hall. We was always asking why couldn't we 

have something there. But we had meetings. A lot of meetings that we would have as young 

people to . . . that we had formed that we were trying to find out . . . First it started over why the 

blacks wasn't being hired at industries. Then it got to find out that people was wondering was 

there’s a health hazard in Mossville behind industries coming. But we never could get a clinic 

there. We . . . Our nurses came in and they took shots. Our vaccinations . . . How you call them 

the . . .? 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Vaccinations? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Yeah. They would come in and do that, and that's it. But we have 

always fought to be able . . . Against industries because of health purposes. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  When did you know . . . Was it like a scientist that came out in the sixties 

and said this is what's happening? How did you know it was making you sick? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  [52:49]  This didn't start until maybe in the . . . When they started 

really paying attention to us is when it happened in Bel Air when that first spill start. But we 

were fighting them, but no one ever said . . .  They want to say the plants wasn't harming nobody 

before then. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Who was involved in that fight to get the clinic? 
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CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Ms. Marlene Ross, and Debra, and Larry. We had a bunch of 

people that was doing it. But the main thing was that you couldn't get nobody to fight against the 

plants. That was just the bottom line.  Then people started . . . like Wilma Subra, she came in. 

But back then she wasn't really with us like she is now. But they were paying attention to the 

things that were happening in Mossville. Back in the days people never cared about what was 

happening because we was not a community that was joined in with either Westlake or Sulphur. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  We weren't incorporated. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  And because we wasn't incorporated we was . . . 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Why did it never get incorporated? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [53:57]  I guess because of our founding fathers just never got 

together to go through the procedures or knew what to do. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Really nobody wanted it. Nobody really wanted it. It never was 

nothing came up. Later on in life people started talking about west of Prater Road would go to 

Sulphur and east of Prater Road would go to Westlake. When integration started, then they 

started looking at it because we didn't go to Sulphur High, but the kids who were west of Prater 

Road went to Sulphur High, and east of Prater Road had to go to Westlake High. So they divided 

us up. And when that started that's how everything begin to start talking that we needed to have a 

mayor and stuff like that. And we’re a . . . Since it’s divided now maybe we can get Sulphur to 
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take . . . But nobody ever was interested in Mossville. But now everybody's interested in 

Mossville. Sulphur is buying land in Mossville. They want to get part of it now. Westlake is a 

part of Mossville now. But back in the days when we were all coming up nobody wanted to be 

bothered with Mossville. We were just there. A little community on our own. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  So there's no mayor? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Was nothing. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  They didn’t . . .  

 

ARSENEAULT:  No leaders? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Yeah. Well they had people that they would put in position as, or 

they would say would be honorary mayor. Stuff like that. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  No we never had that.  

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [55:30]  Well he did say . . .  

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  No, we never had that. He said that, but he be picking at that . . . 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  He say Mr. Rigmaiden was the . . . 
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CHRISTINE BENNETT:   [55:35]  Mr. Rigmaiden was a man that . . . like when they have 

meetings like the police jury . . . You know we had to vote. So they would ask Mr. Rigmaiden, 

his name was James Rigmaiden, and then there was his father before him. But it was either the 

Rigmaidens or Coach William . . . them; the Mosses. They were the people that mainly dealt 

with a lot of the business part of Mossville. It was a lot of them that got involved in it because it 

was my daddy, Mr. Moss, Mr. Rigmaiden, and the Williams. They were the people that when 

they wanted something to be talked about, or politicians came in the neighborhood, they knew 

who to go to. They knew who had the pull so those four families right there they would . . . 

 

ARSENEAULT:  What gave them that authority? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  To do that? Well because they would be a lot into the stuff that's 

going on with like, when you had to do the voting. Every time you had to vote the politicians 

would come out. So they would . . .  

 

ARSENEAULT:  To Mossville? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Yeah. That's the only time you see them is when they wanted you 

to vote for them. So when they come in our community they would pay off our parents, or give 

them a little money under the table if you get some votes for me. Make sure your kids sign up to 

vote and stuff like that. So this is how they became important in the neighborhood because of the 

. . . 
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DELMA BENNETT:  Yeah like a clout because of their job positions and stuff like that. 

Like Rigmaiden was an educator. Coach Williams was an educator. Her father was like a 

plumber or something in the community that . . .  

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  I don’t think it had nothing to do with it. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Dealt with a lot of the wells and stuff like building wells and 

cesspool tanks and all that kind of stuff. They had a . . . something like a clout where certain 

people were here and certain people were there. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  [57:31]  That's how he felt about it, but really it was only . . .  

 

DELMA BENNETT:  That’s what it was. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  It only had to do when politicians came in and it was always the 

people who dealt with a lot of the politicians. The politicians would come in and the families that 

were there with the . . . and it wasn't that many families to be . . . Nobody to be big about, but a 

lot of them came in because of the name. Their name. It was the Mosses, the Rigmaidens, the 

Dellafosses . . . 

 

ARSENEAULT:  The original families? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  The original families of Mossville. That's how everything gets 
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started. Through those families. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  So I want to know more about the original families. Like how did y'all 

know who they were? The original families of Mossville? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Because when you . . . when we . . . As we grew up that's who our 

families knew. Everybody knew the Mosses, everybody knew the Rigmaidens, everybody knew 

the Delafosses, everybody knew the Paynes, and the Braxtons. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Everyone can kind of trace their family? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  But we were all right here like in a . . . The Old Spanish Trail was 

all these people that I call you out. They all live right there on the Old Spanish Trail. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [58:38]  That was the main road. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:    That was the main road in Mossville and the main . . . Like we 

lived up on Old Spanish Trail. The Mosses lived, the Praters, the Rigmaidens. They all lived . . . 

We were across the street from the Rigmaidens, the Mosses were down the street, and Westlake 

wasn't nothing but over the track. And when they come in, the politicians come in, they would     

. . . And it was like an old man named Mr. Montgomery. Valery Montgomery. They get to . . . 

Just by name people are like, "Who can I talk to?" They come in the neighborhood, "Who you 

think I could talk to can help me win this vote?" That's the kind of game they did. Before you 
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know it they would pull this one here on Mr. Rigmaiden or Mr. Montgomery and before you 

know it them old men were on they job for these people. And beating us across the head. "You 

got to vote! And you got to vote for him!" That's the kind of stuff . . . How it all got started. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Did Edwin Edwards ever come to the community? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  [59:38]  Yes. These older people knew all of these politicians. That 

was not one politician that came up . . . Cox, and Edwin Edwards, and everybody you knew. 

These older people were like brothers with them and they come to they house and sit down and 

eat with them. We all knew them. They knew how to play on the older people. It went down line 

because those same politicians that had family members would come back to us as younger 

people. They still come to us. Now Mr. Cox, he's still with us. "Oh I knew your father." Of 

course you did. You knew it. Edwin Edwards, "Oh I knew your brother." Everybody knew each 

other in Mossville because it wasn't that big not to know everybody.  

So it wasn't about . . . Mr. Rigmaiden's father had a lot of land, the Mosses had a lot of 

land, and a lot of their land got donated just because the Mosses or the Rigmaiden's donated the 

land for us to have our first school. So a lot of the stuff that was done, people donated land, and 

that's the big argument now. What happens? The land wasn't sold, it was donated. Just like the 

recreation and the swimming pool. That was land that was donated to put that there for the young 

people to have something in the community. So if it was donated it wasn't sold. It was donated. 

So they had to go through all that to find out how to get rid of this land and that's why it's still 

here. So it had nothing to do with, oh one had this education, or that one had . . . 
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DELMA BENNETT:  Yes it did. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Some of it played a role. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Yes it did because Montgomery was a business man. He had a 

night club. A big night club in Mossville. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Oh yeah. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [1:01:33]  The Paradise Club?   

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Paradise. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Yeah and he brought in entertainers from all over the country to 

Mossville. I mean it didn't make him a spokesman or nothing, but it put him in a position where 

if somebody came they would go to him because he had a connection with a lot of people. Like I 

said the Rigmaidens, because of the fact that they were some of the founding fathers, they had     

. . . 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Mosses. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  And the Mosses and stuff. 
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CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Praters. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  They were able to send their kids to school and all this kind of 

stuff. Got college educations and stuff like that, but they were never in the political front. To the 

point that we could do this, or we can do that for our community. We didn't know . . . I don't 

think if we really did know they could have done these things for their community because they 

didn't really have any . . . nobody from outside would come in and say, "Well maybe you guys 

ought to do this." First time I ever heard about being incorporated was by a guy by the name of 

Mark [Defrin?] had mentioned to me, "Why y'all have never been incorporated?" See if we'd 

been incorporated, we'd have a tax base where we could have done a whole lot of different things 

than what we've done. They could have really grew at that time, but we stayed stagnated because 

of that. Looking for our masters to take care of us in the position that we're in. Even though they 

say, "If you don't have a political clout you just there." But with a political clout you have 

something that you can say, "Well you can do this, or can do that, or can't do this, or you can’t do 

that because of the fact that I have someone that goes to these different meetings with the 

different mayor and stuff and say the things that they have to say." But they didn't have that. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  I think that's why a lot of the African American communities get 

bought out because they're not incorporated. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [1:03:22]  That's not why they get bought out. The reason why 

they get bought out because they are . . . 
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CHRISTINE BENNETT:  I mean they don't have nobody else to fight for them because like 

right now we don't have nobody to fight for us. Nobody. So I’m . . .  

 

DELMA BENNETT:  That's not why they get bought out. They get bought out because 

they was put in a land that they didn't want. The people . . . The master didn't want that land in 

the first place. And we went there and we developed it and then later on they found out that that 

was a valuable piece of land because the industrial . . . Because there was no such thing as the 

industrial revolution until around the thirties or something I think. I don't know exactly when the 

industrial revolution started, but when the industrial revolution started they had to be able to put 

these plants in certain areas. Most of the areas that they had to put it in where they had access to 

the highway, or they had access to the waterway. Most of the black communities was placed in 

those areas because nobody wanted to be confronted with them snakes and . . . 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Right. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [1:04:16]  Alligators and all that stuff. Give it them for a little or 

nothing and let them stay there and develop it. And they did. Now later on it becomes valuable. 

So this is really my land anyway even though the land was for the Indians. This is my land 

anyway. I ought to be able to get it how I want to get it. They can't come tell me how to get my 

land back that I gave to them. So this is the dilemma we're in now. They want their land back 

and they going to give it to us the way they want us to have it. That's what we’re confronted with 

now. We got a meeting Friday where we have to go to discuss . . . Where they discuss why they 

can do this, or why they can do that, and why they not going to this, or why they not going to do 
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that. They still say, “If you don't want to sell don't sell because it's a volunteer buyout.” I'm not 

selling mines unless I get what I want for mines. All I want to do is to leave whole. I don't want 

to owe nobody nothing and I still want my 100,000 dollars clear along with the same amount that 

I have there. That's what I want. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  [1:05:27]  So that first spill back in '94, what do y'all remember about 

that? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Yeah it did . . . What happened with that was what was a big farce. 

The spill that took place was going on for years. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  And it was Vista? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Vista. But it had been going on for years. And they knew . . . I 

mean I'm speculating now, or going on a conspiracy theory. They knew that the spill was there. 

If they didn't know that the spill was there, why would they go and build a whole sewage project 

in that area? They build something we didn't even have. What you call it? The sewage thing. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  The pipe? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Yeah they pipe the whole . . . 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  They put a sewage down in Bel Air and Bel Air didn't have 
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sewage. Mossville didn't have sewage. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  When did y'all get sewage? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  [1:06:24]  Bel Air got it first, and then the next . . . Now, after they 

finish all of the sewage in Bel Air, then they found out there was a spill. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  The spill. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  And they moved everybody, but they knew they were coming 

though. They knew they had to have sewage to make their business go, too. So they fixed it up 

for themselves. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Did you see Toxic Town? You see on Toxic Town they . . . 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Documentary? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  [Agrees] 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Yeah. It tells that the . . . It was even in the waters at the plants. 

This is how much they're concerned about the people that they work for. There’s people that 

work at the plant don't know nothing about the danger that they're in working at the plant. 
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ARSENEAULT:  Even in the water fountain? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [1:07:07]  It was in the water fountain. They were drinking it. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Until they realize it and then they got them all bottled water. But 

they don't drink it like right now since they know the water was in the plant. They get bottled 

water, but some of the men are still taking showers out there. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Yeah. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  But you know a man get hurt at the plant they get a toxicologist 

immediately? They have them with a toxicologist, but they will not let us get one. Every time. I 

went all the way to Chicago, Illinois. His name was Doctor Peter [Ores?]. He came here and 

tested the ten or thirty-something people and they gave the results of what happened in . . . To 

those people that high dioxin level. That was . . . Over thirty-something people had the highest in 

the United States, in the country they said when that toxicologist tested them. Well I went to that 

same toxicologist.  

I went all the way to Chicago and he was like . . . It was on a Monday I went to him. That 

Tuesday he set up to test me to find out my blood count. When I went to his office that Tuesday 

morning he say, "Are you from Mossville?" I said, "What difference does it make? I'm here in 

Chicago." He says, "But are you from Mossville?" I said, "Well I ain't got to lie to you. Yes, I 

am. I'm from Mossville, but I'm here in Chicago now." He says, "Well let's reschedule this 

appointment." He didn't do the tests on me." 
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ARSENEAULT:  Why not? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  [1:08:42]  Never said why. When he found out I was from 

Mossville. It was like he was told not to do it. He was taken back to Chicago and never stepped 

back foot in this area again. Dr. Peter [Ores?] never came back to Mossville again. It was like 

industry buy . . . And we just . . . I'm just speculating again. It's just like every time you get 

somebody . . . It's just like every time we get ready to have an industry meeting, we were getting 

ready to have one at Memorial Hospital when they found out it was for industry . . . It's like 

partners in education. You can't go nowhere the school board will let you do anything. Just like 

our police juror said. Now, we put him in office for the people, but he said if we say anything, 

Mr.  [Hal] McMillin, if we got anything to say against industries, he don't want to have nothing 

to . . .  

 

ARSENEAULT: [. . .?] 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  [1:09:37]  Yeah. He say he wouldn't have nothing to do with that. 

Then on top of that, just the other day I called KPLC so I asked them could we do a talk because 

everything you was hearing, how wonderful Sasol is bringing economy to the community, but 

you never hear what it done to Mossville and the health that people are fighting from industries. 

The man told me he could not let me get on T.V. and talk like that. I said, "But you you’re your 

program was to . . .  anybody can call and make statements to better things.” And I just wanted to 

share with the people the stuff that Wilma Subra has given us as a community of Mossville and 

how industries are buying out us and what they're doing. He said he couldn't let me get on T.V. 
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and do that. 

 Why everybody afraid to go against industry? Why everybody don't want . . .? You can 

say anything good about industries, but you can't say nothing bad about them. It's sad that people 

don't realize that it ain't just Mossville that's dying. We have people that tell us, "Well my family 

got cancer and I don't blame it on industry." Well you know what? Ain't . . . every cancer is from 

industry, but it's going to play a role because when Wilma Subra and a lot of scientists and 

chemistries, and biologies, and everything that's been going on found out every step of what each 

one of these plants are putting out from headaches, from asthma, they got a . . . Every last one of 

them is broke down now. So why you going to sit here and say . . .  

[1:11:26]  We have people that move from Saint Luscious in the last three years. The 

woman barely can breathe since she's here because our air is so . . . Right here in Lake Charles. 

Because the air blows over here, too. With that whole area going to be industries Lake Charles 

going to be affected too, but they don't want you to get on T.V. and tell people that. Even causing 

birth defects and kid’s heart . . . Having learning disabilities. A lot of these . . . 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Chemicals. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  [1:12:04]  Chemicals that are coming out at the plant is a cause of 

it, but nobody won't let us get on T.V. and warn it. That's just like about the Dollar Stores. That 

the man came to Mossville and told us that Dollar Tree, Family Dollar, and Dollar General all 

the dollar stores are . . . have . . . majority of their baby products like the pacifiers and the bottles, 

have lead in it. Why couldn't we put that out there? Why couldn't we warn the people to be 

careful and warn our . . . There's nothing wrong with the Dollar Stores now, but they always set 
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up near African American community, or a poor Asian, or Spanish community. That’s where 

they place them at. They never put them areas where it's not . . . The rich white folk's area you 

never find these stores there. It's always near a poor minority community. The man came to 

Mossville and gave us that presentation. They talked and they said a little bitty [certain?], but 

don't do nothing to mess it up now. What is wrong with our news people that are . . . Everybody's 

worried about that dollar. Nobody's worrying about people's health and our babies that's coming 

up. Why don't somebody take interest in that? But nobody cares. It’s that dollar. And we been 

trying to warn them in all kinds of ways now.  

 

ARSENEAULT:  [1:13:31]  Speaking of the dollar, I want to talk about those first buyouts. 

What do y'all remember about that? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  In Bel Air? Oh, God. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  The first buyout was a big sham. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Lawyer. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  We had never experienced anything like that before. It was a class 

action suit. And the class action suit is where a lawyer came in and he had some black 

representatives from his firm to come in and talk to the different people in the community about 

selling their property in the class action suit. We had meetings and stuff where judges and 

lawyers came in to advise us on the selling of the class action. What happened was that the  . . . 
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ARSENEAULT:  [ . . .?] 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Oh the telephone. What time is it? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  They actually . . . 

 

ARSENEAULT:  You got to go? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  [disagrees] Three o'clock. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [1:14:28]  They actually shammed us. They really shammed us 

because they gave us what they think we deserved because it was two communities involved, 

now. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  I want to catch that phone. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  There was two communities involved. There was the white 

community, and there was the black community. Now I don't know if the white community was 

in the class action or not, but they left with no problem. You ain't heard nothing. You ain't had 

one word about the white community and what they got. I know that one guy in the white 

community that was right behind Conoco that was in the travel of the plume that was going south 

because everything heads toward the gulf, and when he sold his property he got a million dollars 

off the top for his property. They moved all of his shrubs. They moved his shrubs on and 
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eighteen wheelers. All his crepe myrtles and all the trees that they wanted. They dug them up and 

moved it to the place where he was. Now the people in the Bel Air area, the most that anybody in 

the black community was offered, I think it was a quarter of a million dollars. In the black 

community. They had a man that live right across the street from Vista. They would to give him 

but a quarter of a million dollars. He had exotic birds and all kind of stuff in his community. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Who was that? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [1:16:06]  His name was Prince His name was Prince. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  What's his first name? David? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  David. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  David Prince. His wife died of cancer. Now, he died from a fire 

that took place when he moved from that area into Mossville. But that's the type of . . . and 

Lundy. Lundy and his associates was the ones that was responsible for the class action. They 

made millions of dollars off of it. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  The lawyers did? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  The lawyers made millions of dollars off of it. Even the ones that 

they had to come and . . . they send into . . . The Ringo and his wife and all them. [Madame 
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Gospel?], they made . . . They call them Madame Gospel I don't know the real name. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Y'all not going to put all that now. [. . .?] 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  The word Madame Gospel, she was on the radio. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Okay. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [1:17:02]  You know she was on the radio . . . 

 

ARSENEAULT:  She was a radio host? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Right. But she worked with them and they ended up rich. They left 

rich. Lundy and them left rich. They put some money in . . . 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  You know that? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Yeah. I know that. Do I know that? They still rich. They put 

money in McNeese [University]. Where the young people in Mossville who wanted to get into 

the industry, the chemical industry, if they were going to school for a certain thing they would be 

able to tap into the money they put in McNeese. But none . . . Nobody in Mossville ever tapped 

into it. The ones that tried to tap into it couldn't tap into it. All of it went to the other 

communities around us other than Mossville themselves. This the kind of stuff that took place.  
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 Now, it didn't really excite me that much because the little property that I had there, I 

thought maybe I had gotten a good deal for my property because of the fact that I hadn't really 

paid a lot for my property. That's what I learned from what happened in Bel Air compared to 

what's happening in Mossville to me. My property that I had was almost in the heart of what 

they're doing there. They knew ahead of time when they bought Bel Air that they was coming 

into Bel Air the way that they coming in now. They knew that because this thing was in the 

works many years before it even got into the works. They had done planned all this in South 

Africa. How they was going to come in to Mossville and do what they done. Because a girl by 

the name of Shirley has showed me the map of the industrial move that they was making in this 

area. It's supposed to extend all the way to Post Oak Road. That's how far they supposed to go 

with this industrial movement. They haven't gotten into the other section yet. I guess they're 

waiting for Sasol to start off so they can continue to start moving.  

[1:19:13]  So that's why they putting us on a volunteer base now because when they get 

started they going really explode. And when they explode . . . They even building . . . Overpasses 

and all this kind of stuff in Mossville to get back and forth to their plants and stuff like that. So 

we're not needed now, but we eventually we’ll be needed, and if we can hold out long enough we 

might can get what we want, but I can. I can because God has blessed me to be able to come here 

and trying to buy another place without their help at all. But it's just the idea that we're played on. 

We're played on and we don't have anybody to represent us. And the lawyers that we get, they 

can only do what we tell them to do because we can't get lawyers that we can afford to pay, and 

we can't get lawyers that we can afford to pay because nobody not going to take the cases. They 

would not fight against the plants. 
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CHRISTINE BENNETT:  [1:20:16]  Now Debra Sullivan is the one can tell you about that. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  She can break it down. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  She was the leader of that one. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Of the first buyout? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  The first buyout. She was definitely the leader. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  She got papers and all kinds of stuff. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  She got all kind of stuff what they did. And it was a sad situation 

what happened, but we learned from that. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [1:20:34]  Yes. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Because we don't have no lawyers. We . . . 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Can't get none. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Oh they got some want to take us, but we refuse to have any 

because of what they done to people in Bel Air. Refuse it. And we don't know how it’s going . . . 
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We don't know . . . why we going to need one. We don't know what's going to happen because 

now if you notice K.C. Railroad, they moving up now, too. They getting ready to add six tracks. 

Why all of a sudden they just decided they need six tracks now? Because industries and railroad 

is working together. They going to need each other. Not only is that . . . You hear all kind of talk. 

I don't know if you done heard about bridge need fixing, but it can't get fixed. The I-10 can't get 

fixed because of all the . . . What is it? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [Sediment?] in it. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  The corrosion? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Yeah. They can't disturb it. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Not the corrosion. The sediment from the plant. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  No the sediment. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [1:21:25]  The sediment from the plants that have been put into the 

river for years. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  The E.D.C. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  And years. 
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CHRISTINE BENNETT:  E.D.C. is underneath. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  They have sunk down into the bottom, and if you start disturbing it 

it's going to work it all back up into the water. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  But then if you notice in Westlake, Sasol is coming all the way up 

to the water. Now they got big barges coming in because this is a company coming dealing with 

South Africa. So they got to have a waterway to get from there to what they got to do. They 

going to drudge up a lot of stuff, but ain't nobody thinking about that. We in trouble. We in 

trouble with our water system right here in Lake Charles what's fixing to happen. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [1:22:10]  And they tell you right now the fish that you eat from 

that water, you eat it at your own risk.  

 

ARSENEAULT:  They tell you that now? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Yeah they got the areas where they say if you eat the fish from that 

area, you eat it at your own risk. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Not only that, they out here playing in that water on the beach. 

When you ever seen some gray and black water? Water was blue at time and greenish, but now 

it's horrible and people out there playing in that water. If they would have messed with the bridge 

that beach would have been in trouble. 
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DELMA BENNETT:  Not only that. They say that if you go in that water with a cut or 

something you can get a flesh-eating disease from being in that water and stuff. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Right now. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  They was advertising that on television itself. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  I've actually heard that. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Yeah. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Yeah. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  I wanted to ask y'all some more about Mr. Valery and The Paradise Club 

while I got you both here. What do y'all remember about that? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Well she don't know much about that. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  [1:23:03]  My mother and father went [laughs]. And like he said, 

my . . . He brought in James Brown, B.B. King, Bobby . . . he brought in some people and that's 

our only entertainment we had. They had like another place called Joy Hill. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  They had a [motel?] too. Yeah. 
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CHRISTINE BENNETT:  We had Joy Hill, but Joy Hill was just a little night club, that not 

too many people went to Joy Hill. But Paradise was the only club and there was another little . . . 

Ms. Patty Moss had one. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Yeah. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  We had one down on Patty Moss Road. Little places where people 

would go and drink at, but Paradise was the place. And Miss . . .  

 

ARSENEAULT:  What did it look like? Do you remember? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [1:23:44]  It was a two-story building. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Yeah. Two-story building. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  With a . . . They had a balcony. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  He had a balcony. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Yeah. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  They even had rooms. You could rent . . . It was like a little hotel 

in there, too. It had everything. It was a restaurant, part of it. It was nice. It was real nice. It was   
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. . . And it had teen dances there. They had wedding parties there. Mr. Valery had something 

going on. He had something nice. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  He had a nice little thing. He lived next door to it at the time. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Yeah he used to live right next door. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  It was really . . .  

 

ARSENEAULT:  And his wife was a cook? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  [1:24:17]  The best. The best cook. He did it every . . . She took 

care a lot of homeless people, Mr. Valery's wife. And when they left from there they built a 

hundred bedroom house. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Yeah. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Where they at now. They always took in homeless people. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Yeah. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Or always helping somebody. 
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DELMA BENNETT:  He's a nice guy. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  They always helping somebody. So The Paradise was really a very 

. . . because . . . and just amazing that you ask because they were just telling us that was a write-

up back in . . . way back when my . . . They had a fight at The Paradise and they was Lake 

Charles against Mossville and my brothers were in that fight. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Was it over a girl? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  [1:25:00]  Over a girl. [laughs] Over a girl, but they had quite a . . . 

It was quite a lot of entertainment there. Because the night that they had the fight I wasn't 

supposed to be with him that night. I was so glad that fight happened because my daddy didn't 

have a chance to fuss at me. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Fuss at you, yeah. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  So it was cute. It was a lot of going on. It was a big dance that 

night. It was excitement. So when things happen in Mossville there wasn't no secret. Everybody 

knew about it. So the Paradise was just . . . That was our entertainment place. That's all we had 

for real big entertainment. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  What about growing up? What kind of things would y'all do for fun when 

you were young? 
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CHRISTINE BENNETT:  When we . . . we had a lot of . . . My father was a . . . 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Tyrant. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  [laughs] He was strict. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  He was a tyrant? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  He was strict. We didn't go nowhere and we were six sisters. Well 

none of us really. He didn't even allow my brothers to go nowhere. He just didn't believe in that 

night life, but he did it. They went to Valery's, but they wouldn't let us. They had record hops. 

We had sock hops, record hops, weenie roasts, and somebody always was throwing a party. 

Because the recreation was always there to have a record hop, swimming parties, we did a lot of 

sports. A lot of sports in Mossville. That was football, baseball, basketball. It was a lot went on 

in Mossville. It was always something to do. We played a lot of games like hiding people and . . . 

 

ARSENEAULT:  [1:26:33]  Did you have a best friend? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Yeah that's what I was telling you. It was just amazing she was 

Peggy Frank and she's coming home next week. She lived next door to us and it was three of us   

. . . It was four of us all together. Was me, Margie, Peggy, and Katy. We all grew up together. 

Went to Mossville together and when they came over integration it separated us. Three of us 

went to Westlake and Margie went . . . No, all of us went to Westlake. All of us wound up going 
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to Westlake High. The rest of our friends had to go to Sulphur High. But other than that yeah we 

all was like . . . We grew up as sisters. We were right in each other house everyday just about. 

We'd come home from school, get out our clothes, we had a . . . always somebody had a . . . My 

dad had a big field on the side of the house and we would set up a baseball game or I was a track 

winner so I ran all the boys in the community. I was the tomboy and I used to get out . . . We'd 

get out in the middle of the road and we run each other to see who was the fastest. So Mossville 

always had some clean fun.  

[1:27:46]  But the main thing that the losing of Mossville was how it happened. They just 

like, came in one night and the next day they was buying out the people. Didn't even give us a 

chance to talk. Didn't even give us a chance to call a community meeting before they start buying 

out people, that's what's the painful thing about it. Why didn't they just call a big community 

meeting and let us know that this is what's fixing to happen? They started out undercover buying 

out land, offering people money, and didn't even tell us nothing. So I said that was painful. That 

was really painful. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Where did y'all go to church? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:   [1:28:29]  Most of the . . . they got . . .the churches in Mossville    

. . . Mossville was covered in churches and we didn't go because we were Catholic so our church 

was . . . My church was at Saint John Bosco. So we went to Saint John Bosco and we even had 

problems with racial problems there. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Was it a segregated church? 
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CHRISTINE BENNETT:  [1:28:54]  The whites sat on one side and the black sits on . . . The 

whites sit in the front, the blacks sits on the side. But we came up and we broke that up, too. I got 

slapped by the priest on the bus. And I'm like, "Wow I must have been terrible. I got slapped by 

the priest." Because the kids . . . When we get to catechism we would always go to the store. And 

when we came back and I was getting on the bus the priest came and stood up on the bus and he 

said, "Some of you guys went to the store and y'all stole." And he said . . . No he said, "You guys 

went to the store and there was some stealing done. So whoever you are you need to confess." I 

said, "Are you saying that we stole? You're accusing us or are you accusing somebody on the 

bus?" He said, "No, they said y'all did some stealing."  

I stood up. I say, "No, I don't appreciate you standing up on the bus saying that I stole 

because I don't have to steal,” again like it was at the store. And he slapped me. He said, "You 

don't talk back to me." I laughed because five minutes later I called my radical brother who was 

with me in the picket before. And we had him gone. We had that priest out of that church. So I 

told them it just take standing up being right. We had the priest gone. He had to go. His name 

was [Dollen?]. You know what they call him? 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Father Dollen? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  [1:30:20]  Yeah. He's Dollen. Mr. Dollen. They had to move him 

into another area because he . . . That was wrong what he did. He accused us . . . The whole bus 

for stealing. I said, "Now I won't say somebody on here didn't go in there and steal something, 

but don't accuse me. Y'all can sit here and let him stand up there and accuse us, but I'm not." 
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ARSENEAULT:  What do you remember about the protests? Where there any in Mossville 

or was it just like in Lake Charles? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  [1:30:49]  Our protests?  

 

ARSENEAULT:  Protests. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  There was a protest? 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Just anything during the civil rights? Protests or . . .? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  I don’t know, maybe in Lake Charles. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  No, we just heard a lot about it with Martin Luther King was 

marching and stuff. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  What do you remember about him? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [1:31:03]  I remember everything about Martin Luther King. We 

had a bus that came through and some of our . . . Some of the people in Lake Charles had got on 

it and from Montgomery . . . the march in Montgomery. I really didn't get too much into the 

movement because I was in San Francisco and I was involved mostly in the Black Panther and 

the other organizations that was in . . . doing different things. too. I just followed Martin Luther 
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King, but I hadn't really got into what he was doing until after what happened to him. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Do you remember where you were when he was assassinated? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Yeah I was in San Francisco at the time and I'd seen it on 

television, and I didn't think a lot about it at the time for some reason. Because I . . . me myself, I 

didn't have a whole lot of problem with segregation because being in California was a different 

thing for me than it was for a lot of the people here in Louisiana because I had been . . . Even in 

the fifties I was dealing with whites, blacks, Chinese, Spanish, and different people. So my 

outlook on it was a whole lot different from the people that was in the South. Even though I was 

raised in the South I still didn't have the stigma that they had because I could still deal with . . . I 

had a white friend that . . . back in the fifties and we would walk down the street together and 

stuff and people thought something was wrong [door opens]. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Pause it? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [disagrees] That's my baby. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Hello.  

 

DELMA BENNETT:  I mean we had our issues when I was in high school and stuff 

because . . . 
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ARSENEAULT:  [1:33:11]  You went to high school in Lake Charles? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Yes, I went to high school here in Lake Charles. We had our issues 

stuff like they had [Tommy Mack?] that we would battle a lot of times against the white kids and 

stuff like that. Sometimes they would come down our streets with sticks sticking out the car with 

razors on it and stuff trying to cut us and stuff like that. When they would do stuff like that we 

would go to the place where they were at [Tommy Mack?] and we’d have bags of dust and stuff 

and while they be eating we'd throw dust all over their cars and stuff while they be eating and 

stuff. We had a lot of battles and stuff. But when integration started and when they say that 

segregation was over I went over to [Tommy Mack?] and we went in to eat and stuff and I got 

arrested because I was supposed to have been the leader about going in and sitting down and all 

that kind of stuff. They arrested me and stuff like that, but it didn't turn out to be anything. But I 

lived through the time when you couldn't walk down the street. If a white person come you had 

to get off the sidewalk and all that little kind of stuff. When you would go uptown and that kind 

of . . . But it just never affected me as much as it did other people because like I said, as a 

younger person I dealt with them in San Francisco and we didn't have that type of issue. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  When did you join the military? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [1:34:45]  I didn't join anything. I was drafted back in '65. They 

drafted me in '65. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  What was it like getting drafted? 
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DELMA BENNETT:  I mean it was strange because I didn't know nothing about military. 

What happened was when they drafted me I was here in Lake Charles and I had to go to 

Shreveport for my examination. I took my examination in Shreveport and then I told them that I 

wasn't living in Lake Charles anymore because I done went in '64 instead of '65. But I had . . . I 

told them I was going back to San Francisco, so when I went back to San Francisco they drafted 

me from San Francisco. So I went in June of '65.  

When I left . . . all of us on the bus . . . when we took our examinations and everything 

we got on the bus and we was heading to Fort Ord California and we was having a good time. 

We was drinking, and playing cards, and just a big old joke about it. So we pulled up at Fort Ord 

and when we pulled out they told us all get in a line and all this kind of stuff and I thought it was 

a big joke. Me, I looked at this guy came up to me and stuff I mean he was clean, too. Drill 

Sergeant, I said this boy was clean. This boy had that hat on. This boy had that Smokey Bear hat 

on and he had it broken down and he had this fatigue jacket on tucked underneath his . . . Oh I 

say, "Lord have mercy. Whatever he is that's what I’m going to be." I went in in my training and 

they started training us and stuff. After that I just adapted to the life and I wound up being a drill 

sergeant. Man, he just impressed me. That man just impressed me. His name was Sergeant 

Gentry. I did my two years in the service. Now, there was a little prejudice in the service. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Was it integrated? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [1:36:46]  Oh yeah. Yeah, but it was still prejudice. They wanted 

the whites to outrank the blacks. Like people that came into the service the same time with me, 

they was being be made sergeants and stuff while I was still a PFC and stuff. I didn't think it was 
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right. They even took a guy out of the office and there was a specialist and gave him a hard stripe 

so he can come out and . . . Took him out the office so he could train so he could get a hard stripe 

as a corporal. And I've been wanting a corporal for the longest because once I got the corporal, 

then I would have been able to become an acting sergeant and I'd have been able to get my 

Smoky Bear. That's what I wanted that Smoky Bear. It just took a lot out of me. Even after I 

received it I didn't have the desire that I had anymore. So soon as I got a chance to get out I just 

got out after my two years was over, but it was a good experience. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Did you ever go overseas? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  No. I stayed in Fort Ord two years. Same . . . I did my basic 

training at one unit, C2-1. Then I went to C2 . . . I went to basic . . . I went to A.I.T. training. I 

forgot what number that was. Then I went to drill sergeant school, then I trained troops in the 

same company, I mean same unit, until I got out. But I was there with the body counts was 

coming in from Vietnam. You could see them on television every day. The different body counts 

that was coming in. I got angry and I went told the company commander I wanted to go to 

Vietnam because of what had happened with his stripe, and he told me to get out of his office 

because if he wanted me in Vietnam I'd have been in Vietnam. So I just went on and start . . . I 

kept doing my duty, but I didn’t . . . My heart wasn't in it anymore. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  What do you remember about basic training? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [1:38:51]  Basic training was kind of scary a little because when 
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we went in, Fort Ord was closed down for a while. It was closed down because of that disease 

that was going on. What is it called? When your neck draw back? 

 

ARSENEAULT:  I don't know. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Yeah, it's meningitis. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Oh, okay. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [1:39:20]  They had a bad meningitis outbreak at Fort Ord and 

they had closed Fort Ord down for a while. I don't know if it was from the breathing. I don't 

know what it was, but we couldn't have heaters. We couldn't have heaters in the barracks. All the 

windows stayed open. If you needed to get warm you had to get extra blankets and stuff to keep 

warm. We were right on the peninsula of Monterey . . . 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Monterey Bay. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Yeah. So that's the only thing about basic that . . . 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Oh it happened while you were in basic training? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [1:39:59]  Not the meningitis outbreak. The meningitis outbreak 

took place before I got there. 
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ARSENEAULT:  Before. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Yeah, but . . . And the base was closed. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Okay. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  So they reopened the base in '65. When we got there they reopened 

the base for training, and we went in right after they reopened it. And then there weren't any 

more outbreaks after that. I don't know if it was because of the procedures they went through 

because the barracks weren’t heated up or anything. They kept the barracks cold because it get 

cold sometimes at night on that peninsula. I did two years there and it was a beautiful tour. It was 

beautiful. I mean I don't have no complaints. After I got a little rank and stuff I lived off base in 

Seaside with me and my friend. It was a good experience. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  What kind of things did they teach you in basic? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [1:40:55]  They teach us drilling. First of all they teach us drilling. 

The proper way of aligning. That’s falling in formation and knowing your different moves and 

what have you. Then after drilling then they taught us our weapons. We was using M-14s at the 

time before the M-16 came in. They taught us how to break the weapons down. They . . . the 45s, 

we had to learn how to use the 45s. Then we had to go to training. We had to go to different 

trainings and we had to run to these trainings. They would have different areas where they would 

teach you about your M.O.S. . . . whatever your M.O.S. was, they would train you on how you 
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have to  . . . 

 

ARSENEAULT:  What was yours? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [1:41:48]  I was 11C-Charlie. That was a Mortar Man. That's 

where you drop this big shell into a tube and it [explosion sound effect]. I wasn’t on the frontline. 

I don't know if it was my education or what  . . . 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Was that what you learned in A.I.T.? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Huh? 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Is that what you learned at your A.I.T.? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [1:42:08]  That's what we learned in A.I.T., yeah. That's when we 

got the A.I.T. but we did basics training. We did hand-to-hand combat. We did . . . In basic that's 

what we did. Hand-to-hand combat. How to fire weapons. We had to go to the rifle range and all 

that kind of stuff. We had to qualify to find out how good we were with the rifle and what have 

you. I weren't never expert. I was always a marksman, and that's right under expert. I mean I 

wasn't expert because I never used a gun before. I had never had no experience with guns, and 

guns never excited me so it didn't really make me any difference about using the gun. They 

taught us to be a unit. To be able to love one another regardless of who we were because we 

never would have known . . . We never knew if we would ever go to Vietnam or what have you. 
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So they had to teach us the buddy system. To watch out and to care for one another because we 

don't know if who would have helped us in any situation and stuff. Army was a very good 

experience. I loved it man. You have three square meals a day. [laughs] 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Chow. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [1:43:21]  Yeah. Three square meals a day and you eat all you 

want. It was nice. It was really nice. We had competitions with the barracks and stuff. Who 

would have the best barracks with the . . . When you leave out in the mornings and stuff and how 

you had all your stuff displayed. Everything was displayed, oh it was nice. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Did you have to shine your boots? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Oh yeah. I was a shoe shine man from the beginning. That was my 

first entrepreneur job shining shoes right here in Lake Charles. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  So you had one up on everybody? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Oh, I had that. I definitely had that because I was . . . I had me a 

business at seven years old. I would walk from my house all the way to Highway 14 shining 

shoes at all the different businesses on Broad Street. At the end of the day I had me seven or 

eight dollars in my pocket. Fifteen cents a shine. So you know I must have been doing something 

good. 
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ARSENEAULT:  What would you do with the money? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [1:44:24]  I give it to my grandmother. I give it to my 

grandmother. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  You didn't buy candy with it? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  I’d buy me a little snack when I'm working. I might stop over and 

buy a little something, but at the end of the day I’d just give her what I earned and stuff. Until 

one day I asked her . . . I wasn't working then. I asked her to give me fifty cents to go to the 

movie and she said, "I can't give you no fifty cents to go to no movie." She said, "If I give you 

fifty cents to go to the movie I got to give all my grandkids fifty cents to go to the movie." She 

didn't get no more money from me then. That was the last time getting some money. Yep. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  So besides Drill Sergeant Gentry, do you remember any other ones? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Sergeant . . . 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Any memorable ones? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [1:45:10]  Yes sergeant . . . 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Any mean ones? 
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DELMA BENNETT:  I didn't have no mean ones. I mean I was a . . . I always had humor 

in me. Even when something would upset me I would use my humor to calm me down. They had 

[Riddley?], Sergeant Riddley. He was . . . He wound up being part of the family, Sergeant 

Riddley. Yeah, he married one of my cousins. Then Sergeant Williams, this was another guy, his 

name was . . . He wasn't no drill sergeant though. But he wore the brown hat and what have you. 

Just . . . You had to go to school to become a drill sergeant and he didn't go to drill sergeant 

school, but he still was in charge of troops and stuff. That's my main . . . That's the main three 

that I dealt with. Gentry, and Williams and I, we call kind of ran together. But Sergeant Gentry, 

he was there way before I even got into any rank, but I didn't see him no more after I got into 

rank. Then I met other sergeants, too. I got pictures of all of them somewhere. I was taking 

pictures at that time. I would take pictures of our training and stuff and I would go to the dark 

room and have them printed. I would sell them and stuff to the troops and stuff. I did . . . 

 

ARSENEAULT:  You were a hustler. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [1:46:37]  I've always been a . . . I have a lawn service now. I just 

didn't do it today because you guys was coming, but I've always been an entrepreneur. Because I 

. . . It's just hard for me to depend on other people. I've had jobs. I've had . . . I worked at the 

plants. And when I got to the plant . . . It's so strange about working at these refineries. You 

actually feel, because you work at those refineries, that you have arrived. Isn't that strange? 

Because these are the best paying jobs in this area; working at the plants. My . . . They never told 

me that, but they told my brother-in-law. He said, "Look you can come to this plant, and you can 

work at this plant." And he said, "If you work at this plant and handle your money right by the 
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time that you retire you can become a millionaire." A lot of them have done this. The ones that 

use their money wisely.  

[1:47:40]  He said, "But I can promise you this, that will take at least ten years off your 

life." What a person that work at a plant would tell you, "I'd rather die with money in my pocket 

than to die without money in my pocket.” So I can endure what I'm going through at the plant 

knowing that I can do almost anything that I want to do. I got vacation every year, I can buy me 

a new car every three years, I can buy me a block-long house before I get out of there. And they 

don't have statistics showing exactly what the people from the plants died. But normally if a 

person work at the plant all their life, at least thirty to forty years, when they leave out of that 

plant they will not last over seven years. They would die within a period of seven years. Some 

longer now, but the majority would die within a period of seven years. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  What happens to their retirement money? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [1:48:43]  Well I mean it . . . I don't know if it stop or not, but I 

guess that it might be set up for their . . . Oh yeah you can set up for your wife to get it. You see, 

just like when I retired from Firestone I don't get but fifty-eight dollars a month from Firestone 

because I only worked ten years. I would have gotten a hundred and sixty-five dollars if I would 

have waited until I was sixty-five, but I left at fifty-five. So I only got fifty-eight dollars. And I 

would have got sixty-some dollars if I would have set that I wanted my wife to get the fifty-eight 

dollars if something happen to me. So they got it set up so if something happen to them, then 

their wife would get their retirement. That's what I've learned from my experience at the plant. 

 But I really thought that I had arrived when I got to the plant. I mean I was able to do 
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what I wanted to do. I was taking my kids to Disney World and all . . . Disney Land and all that 

kind of stuff. I would buy me a car every three years and stuff like that. But I only worked ten 

years. But I didn't do like the rest of them. When I got there I knew the biggest purchase a man 

had to make was a home. So I devoted my time in making enough money where I could buy my 

home and wouldn't have a mortgage on it. So I just paid cash for my home. Just like this home. I 

just can't stand note. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Debt? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [1:50:23]  Ma'am? 

 

ARSENEAULT:  The debt? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  I just can't stand a note period. I hate paying utility bills every 

month. But I got to pay that because I can't just pay one lump sum and be done with it. Man, to 

know I'm tied down to a note where I got to pay mortgage and all that. I hate paying the 

insurance on my cars and stuff. Especially life insurance and stuff. So I got a life insurance 

where I just pay it one time and that took care of what I had to do if anything happened to my 

wife. I ain't got nothing on me right now, but I put enough money on the side just to bury me. If 

we ever sell Mossville I'm going to just let my wife have all that. Whatever we get from 

Mossville. I don't need none of that. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  What was your first impression of Mossville? When did you first go there? 
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DELMA BENNETT:  [1:51:13]  My first impression was my wife. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  That's all you saw, huh? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  I didn't care nothing about no Mossville. See I played ball against 

Mossville. I used to go to football games and stuff. Mossville always had a good athletic 

department because they had some great athletes that came through. Some of them was 

professional football players and basketball players that came out of Mossville. Guy by the name 

of Johnny Comeaux. He played for the New Orleans Jazz. They had Richard Lee. Not Richard 

Lee, his brother. He played professional football. He had went to Grambling State and got a 

scholarship in professional football and all that kind of stuff. So they had a few other ones that 

went through. The Kelly boys was real good. And bunch of them was . . . The Payne boys was 

good in basketball and they had an outstanding team. Often they had that. That was good about 

Mossville. But just Mossville itself, the only reason why I wound up in Mossville was because of 

my wife. Because I'm from the Boulevard area of Lake Charles, and that was a prominent black 

area that I lived around here in Lake Charles. So the only thing that really hooked me to 

Mossville, like I said was my wife. When I bought my home I bought it in Mossville so I just 

stayed there raising my children there. See I have four kids and they were raised in Mossville, so. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Did y'all have a garden? 

 

DELMA BENNETT: [1:52:56]  I'm from the city. What I'm going to do with a garden? 

I'm from San Francisco. 
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ARSENEAULT:  You can garden in San Francisco. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  No there ain't . . . A garden? What I want with a garden? No, I 

didn’t. I tried that one time, but that don't work for me. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  It didn't work out for you? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Not for me. I'm from the city. I ain't looking for no garden. I tried 

to do a horse one time and couldn’t do it. I did a poor goat, man and . . . I ain't going to talk 

about my goat. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  What happened to your goat? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  My goat fell in a hole. Both of his front paws fell in a hole. I'm 

looking everywhere for my goat. My goat in a hole freezing to death man. That hurt me to my 

heart man. Then I had a chicken. I had a chicken on time and a . . . Mean old rooster and he had 

spurs and I caught myself going to cut his spurs and made that chicken bleed to death. Man, no 

farmer. I mean I didn't to do it on purpose. Don't be laughing. I didn't do it on purpose. Messing 

around . . . 

 

UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE:  Y'all still there? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Talking about a garden. 
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UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE:  [1:54:14]  Come on pop. The man ready to [bring his?] 

chickens to [ . . .?]. Go get papa. She said, "Come on papa." Go give papa a hug. No? Okay. 

Come on she going to walk. Come on. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Crying with him. You so glad he so [?]. He think he can . . . Yeah 

that's . . . 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Hey T. 

 

UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE:  Hey Mr. Bennett. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Any [. . . ?] 

 

UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE:  You going to go give papa a kiss? 

 

UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE:  No. 

 

UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE:  Okay. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  It's you. We got a lady here. She ain’t bothering with you. See y'all 

later. I wanted to give you some names of some people who want  . . . but you'll have to call me 

and tell me. 
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ARSENEAULT:  Okay. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [1:55:02]  But that's maw maw. 

 

KYLE TANGLAO:  You need a release form? 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Oh yeah. Ms. Christine, can you sign this before you leave? 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Okay. 

 

TANGLAO:  Did you want any restrictions? 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Here. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Yeah she don't want me on it. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  I'm coming. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  So where did y'all meet? You and Ms. Christine? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [1:55:18]  It was a strange thing the way we met. 

 

TANGLAO:  Do you want restrictions or no? 
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DELMA BENNETT:  See I had just . . . 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  Yeah I want . . . 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Left San Francisco [as Michael Love?]. 

 

TANGLAO:  You check this. How long do you want it to be restricted? 

 

UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE:  Aw sweet girl. Hello! 

 

TANGLAO:  [1:55:32]  Like what [ . . .?]. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  I had just left San Francisco as Michael Love. 

 

UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE:  You don't want to put . . . 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  I decided that it was time for me to find a wife. So I prayed and 

asked God for a wife. 

 

CHRISTINE BENNETT:  You put it that's what I’m saying. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [1:55:46]  I'd been praying. So I went to the beach where I met her 

at the beach. I saw this little girl pretty. I mean just as pretty as she wanted to be, but she was 
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much younger than I was. And she was still in high school. I'd been in college and I'd been in the 

army and all this. I was nine years older than she was. So I walked up to her and I was talking to 

her and I was . . . Didn't say nothing out of place or anything. So after I finished talking to her I 

went to the water, the beach that they be talking about, and the sun was setting at the time. 

Looked like the water start sparkling. I mean it just start sparkling. I said, "You know what? God 

what this mean?" I mean I was into the Lord, but I wasn't serving him like I do now. I said, "Lord 

what this mean?"  

So I went up to her and I say, "Girl, you going to be my wife." She laughed. I say, 

"What's your phone number?” She said, "My phone number is [Harden Delafosse?]." That's her 

daddy. I'm supposed to get scared. Her phone number is Harden Delafosse. So I looked for 

Harden Delafosse in the phone book and I seen some Delafosses, but they spell the name with 

two L's and the Delafosse that I saw only had one L in it. So I couldn’t find Harden Delafosse 

nowhere in it. So I met this girl that lived across the street from her and I said, "You know a man 

named Harden Delafosse?" He say, "Yeah." I said, "I been looking for it in the phone book and 

couldn't find it." He said, "Well maybe you didn't look under the right Delafosse because one is 

with two L's and one is with one L." So he said, "I think his is two L's."  

[1:57:50]  So I found it and I called her. We talked a whole year on the telephone before I 

even got a chance to see her. A whole year on the telephone. I had opened me a place of business 

over on Enterprise Boulevard. One of the worst spots that you could have opened . . . According 

to her family, one of the worst spots you could have opened a business at on Enterprise 

Boulevard. I had me a little African American gift shop where I made African American jewelry 

out of bamboo. And I printed signs because I went to school for commercial arts in San 

Francisco. So I was printing signs that . . . And I would go to different businesses and stuff and if 
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I see an old sign on a wall I would go home and make another one and it would look completely 

different from what they had on the wall. They would like it, and I would sell it. So I started 

taking care of myself off of the jewelry and the sign printing. Then we got together and 

eventually we got married. Boy her daddy, that was the worst thing could have happened to her 

daddy. I'm serious. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  What did he say? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [1:59:08]  I asked him to marry her and he say, "Well boy, go talk 

to my wife." So I went to talk to his wife and stuff and she gave us permission to get married. 

We got married and we're getting ready to have the wedding and stuff. He say, "Come here boy." 

And I went up to the door and he gave me twenty dollar bill. [laughs] 

 

ARSENEAULT:  That was his blessing. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Yeah. Gave me a twenty dollar bill. So I went on and got 

everything arranged and we had some African American outfit that we had made for our 

wedding and stuff. We been together now forty-three years. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Wow. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Yeah, forty-three years. It ain't been easy neither. No, she say I'm 

the worst thing ever happened to her. [laughs] Don't laugh man. She say I'm the worst thing ever 
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happened to her in her life. Yeah.  

 

ARSENEAULT:  I'm sure that's not true. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  I don't know. That's what she say. But again, I like talking about 

the plants. Half of the people that work at the plants aren't aware of the dangers that they're in. 

Half of them are not aware of the danger that they’re in. They have protective gear and stuff that 

they're supposed to wear and all that. Half the time they won’t even wear it because they don't 

see no danger at all. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  [2:00:41]  Were you always an activist? Like were you in the Black 

Panther Party? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  I didn't join because I didn't . . . see the Muslims, the Black Panther 

Party, Southern Christian Leadership Association, and it was another group in Los Angeles 

named Us that were similar to the Black Panther Party. Then later on the Crips . . . the Bloods 

and the Crips came into existence. But I associated with the Black Panther’s Party. I went to the 

party . . . To the headquarters and stuff like that. But I could never get involved in the Black 

Panther Party was because of the fact that I thought that the Muslims had more to offer than the 

Black Panther Party because the Muslim wasn't asking the society for anything. All they wanted 

to do was have a place where they can go and do their own thing. But America couldn't do that 

because they say, "Well it wouldn't look right for me to give . . ."  

Because they wanted the desert. They say, "Just give us the desert. We'll go stay in the 
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desert and we'll survive in the desert." But they say they couldn't do that because they fought 

their brothers to keep from having this country divided. So why would we give you a place 

where you can go and set up similar to the way my brothers did? Now they had to do what they 

did to the Indians because this was the Indians’ place in the first place. So that's why they gave 

them territories because this was their land and they just put them in different territories. So I 

kind of liked it that about the black . . . I mean the Muslims because they were independent.  

Well the Black Panthers weren't independent. They were similar to Klu Klux Klanmans, 

but the only difference was they didn't have the type of power that the Klu Klux Klans had 

because they didn't have nobody to back them. See what the Klu Klux Klans have done . . . With 

the things that they've done, they've always had somebody to back them. And even all the way in 

Washington, D.C. there was people that was backing them because they had Klu Klux Klans in 

the Senate and in the House and in all that kind of stuff. So they really had somebody to back 

them. So I couldn't go along with the Black Panther Party. I appreciate what they done to show 

that we weren't afraid.  

[2:03:21]  You see, because history don't teach us about the rebellion . . . Our rebellious 

spirit and how we rebelled against slavery. See, they always taught us as being humble. That we 

just wanted to be in the position that we're in. But here we're coming from kings and queens and 

all this kind of stuff, but all of a sudden we want to be humble and be put in this position that 

we're in.  

[2:03:47]  So now with Martin Luther King, I liked that Martin Luther King because he 

tried to fight them with the law. See that's what I liked about him. To be able to have endured the 

things that he endured he had to have some type of backing with him other than just man itself. 

He had to have some type of spiritual backing to allow him to have done what he done. To be 
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able to take the abuse that he took. So I admired him for what he done, and he made more of a 

change than anybody else. This other group called Us, it was similar to the Black Panther Party. 

They had the black stone rangers and stuff in Chicago. Every area had their own little rebellious 

groups and stuff like that. The only thing that made the Panthers the way they were, they were 

more advertised than the rest of them. And they were advertised because the fact they were on 

the West Coast where the media covered a whole lot of stuff. Those are type of things that I was 

involved in in my life.  

The greatest thing that I've ever experienced so far is Christianity. I don't mean to the 

point to where I am . . . I mean where Christianity is because a lot of Christianity is a big farce. 

It's not really the way God set it up to be. Just like with Sunday worship. Sunday worship is not 

of God, but the whole world follow after that worship time because it was set up to actually 

throw people off balance thinking that this is the way it is because God said, "Remember the 

seventh day and keep it holy." The seventh day definitely isn't Sunday. It's either . . . . 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Saturday? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [2:05:43]  It's Saturday. And this is the day we're supposed to keep 

holy. But the whole world flocks after the beast and keeps Sunday. 

 

ARSENEAULT:   Were you raised . . . how . . . What church did you go to growing up? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [2:05:53]  I'm Seven Day Adventist. Yeah, Seven Day Adventist. 

But we’re not the only one that keeps Sundays though, I mean Saturday. We're not the only one 
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keep Saturday. There's other religions that keep Saturday. There's even a seven day Baptist, 

Pentecostals, but people don't understand how Sunday came into existence. See God didn't give 

us the weekend. God said we supposed to work six days. Not five days. We supposed to work six 

days. So Constantine came up with this weekend thing. See if you keep Sunday I'm going to stop 

persecuting the Christians. So what would you do if you say, "I'm going to give you an extra day 

to be off." I'm going to go along with it, but now Saturday become a burden because certain 

things I can’t do on Saturdays that I can do on Sundays. But I'm still worshipping God so I'm 

going to go along with Sunday. So most people went with Sunday instead of going with what 

God said, the seventh day. The only way that Sunday can be the day of worship, you have to be 

able to find it in the Bible that it was written in stone because the seventh day was written in 

stone. It wasn't really in stone once, it was written in stone twice because . . . 

 

ARSENEAULT:  The Ten Commandments? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [2:07:12]  [Agrees]. It was written twice because when Moses 

broke the first tablet of stone that God gave him, he had to carve two more stones and bring them 

back to God so he could rewrite them, and God wouldn't allow no man to rewrite them but him. 

Then all of a sudden Sunday come into existence and there's nowhere in the Bible in stone. It's 

something that man came up with and the whole world's following after the beast. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  When did you get more involved with Christianity? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [2:07:42]  It was after . . . I was raised, like my wife said, I was 
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raised Catholic and my wife and I started searching after I got married. My wife and I start 

searching. We went from different places. I studied with the Muslims, Jehovah Witness, 

Pentecostal, Catholic, Baptist, Methodist. I studied with all of them. Then when I found the 

Seven Day Adventists . . .  The way I found that out I was working at Firestone at the time, and 

there was a guy that was a Seven Day Adventist named George Young. He had lost his job 

because he would keep the Sabbath. He wouldn't work on Friday . . . From Friday sunset to 

Saturday sunset, and so they fired him. I said, "Hmm." When I see something that impress me I 

think it's worth it, that's what I want to be. Like I did when I was in the service. And I say that's 

what I wanted to be. So I started studying and found out what he had done was right. So I just 

[flocked?] that in, and I learned a lot from it. Coming with the eating . . . when I talk about . . . I 

don't know if you heard me talk about eating and stuff. The things we can eat and about the 

scavenging. I had a big . . .  

 

ARSENEAULT:  The cloven foot? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Yeah I was in a conversation with my acupuncturist doctor this 

morning about it. He gave me these papers to read about the Sabbath. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Oh, wow. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [2:09:11]  Yeah he gave me that this morning. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  No pork? 
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DELMA BENNETT:  Oh, no. No pork. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  No shrimp? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  No shrimp, no crawfish, no crab, no lobster, no catfish. No, no . . . 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Bottom feeders. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  All of them are scavengers. Everything we name was scavengers. 

A buzzard is a scavenger. Now they talk about a chicken, but see the thing is chicken eat 

anything. Anything the chicken eat. But the thing is God fixed it where nothing goes into its 

body that's unclean. He gives them a gizzard and all that food is purified in its gizzards before it 

goes into its body. So God arranged everything, but man did it the way they wanted to do it. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Did you have a business in Mossville? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [2:09:58]  Yeah I had my little jewelry business. I did . . . I ran it 

from Mossville, and my lawn service. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Okay. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  And my . . . I'm a scrapper too. 
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ARSENEAULT:  Okay. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  See like my truck got all that stuff on it? 

 

ARSENEAULT:  I didn't see. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [2:10:14]  Yeah, but I'm a scrapper. I do recycling. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Okay. Do you remember any other local businesses in Mossville? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  They had . . . Mossville was a little thriving community. It was 

really . . . But most of the community, I mean most of the store owners were whites, though. 

Most of the store owners was actually whites because they had grocery stores, they had service 

stations . . . they had . . . grocery stores, and service stations, and a few restaurants. They had a 

couple of restaurants. Barbeque places and stuff like that. They didn't have to go too far to get 

the things that they needed. Then Walmart opened up over on Cities Service Highway, so that 

was a hop skip and a jump to get there.  

So Mossville is in a very important area. It's going to really be worth a lot in the near 

future, but they have to get it at their price now in order to do what they have to do because they 

have bought property, I’ve heard, that they have bought property and have sold it for double 

what they bought it from, the Sasol, because they really say they don't need it right now but 

whenever they can get rid of it they get rid of it because the railroad bought some of the property 

they had bought and all that kind of stuff. And they didn't sell it for the same amount that they 
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paid for it, so. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Where's your property? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [2:11:57]  My property is over on [Edna Hardy?] Lane. It's right 

behind Mount Zion Baptist Church. A tree fell on the building last year when the big storm came 

through in May and damaged it a little bit. I got some people staying back there to maintain it for 

me until I decide to do what I'm going to do with it. So I'm happy here for right now, but if I ever 

sell it I'll probably go to Texas. I might even go . . . I can't go back to San Francisco because it 

just cost too much to live in San Francisco. It costs to live in San Francisco. To rent a basement 

apartment is fifteen hundred dollars. When I was there I was only paying seventy-five dollars a 

month. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Wow. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Back in the sixties. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  [2:13:01]  What was it like in the sixties? Haight Street? 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Oh don't even talk about it. [laughs] Don't even talk about it. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Did you go on Haight Street? [Be?] good now, you were [in the military?]. 
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DELMA BENNETT:  [Went to?] Hippy Hill too. You ever heard of Hippy Hill? 

 

ARSENEAULT:  [disagrees] 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  No? Was on Haight Street, yes ma'am. I was up and down Haight 

Street. Most of the time I was in the service in the heat of things because from '65 to '67 I was in 

the army then, but it started way before that. Then '63 I was at San Francisco City College and I 

was devoting most of my time to playing football at the college. If I wouldn't have dropped out 

O.J. Simpson would have been my running back. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Wow. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [2:14:00]  Yeah. If I wouldn't have dropped out. I dropped out in 

'65. He came right after I dropped out. I was in the army at that time. I didn't get out until '67, but 

they were still . . . It was still a movement. They still . . . The hippy movement was still going on 

in '67 all the way through '69 because I left in '69. After I finished trade school I came back to 

Lake Charles because I wanted to start me a business in Lake Charles. That's the only reason 

why I came back because I said if I was going to do something in life I wanted to be able to do it 

here, and if I didn't make it here then I would go back to San Francisco. Then I met my wife and 

I been here ever since. I visit a couple of times. I went last year . . . May of last year I went. I was 

supposed to go today, but I didn't have the money to make the . . . I had the money to make the 

trip, but I didn't want to go down for two days and spend over a thousand dollars just for two 

days. Because one of my cousins, he's a preacher that died in San Francisco, and we didn't think 
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that it would be feasible to spend that kind of money just to go for the funeral. But they buried 

him today. Yeah. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  [2:15:34]  Still talking. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  [Thelma?] give me my phone please. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  We'll we're at two hours and twenty. Do you want to call it a day?  

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Yes ma’am. That's fine. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  Alright, well thank you so much for talking to us today. 

 

DELMA BENNETT:  Alright. 

 

ARSENEAULT:  It was good. 

 

[2:15:46]  

[End Tape 4620. End Session I.]  
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